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NAIROBI FOR FOX, RAMC FOR USDO: GARDNER

E.O. 12356: N/A
TAGS: OTRA, ASEC, AFSN, SO
SUBJECT: APPROVAL OF FOX TRAVEL TO MOGADISHU TO PAY FSNS

REF: NAIROBI 11635

1. REFTEL:

A. PROPOSES JOHN FOX VISIT MOGADISHU TO PAY BACK SALARIES
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AND BENEFITS TO FORMER FSNS.

B. PROVIDES INFORMATION THAT UN SOMALIA PAYS STAFF WITH
USD CHECKS MADE OUT TO INDIVIDUALS

C. PROPOSES SECURITY PRECAUTIONS IN-LUDING: PAYMENTS AT
CONOCO COMPOUND ONLY; DURING PERIOD WHEN CONOCO (SOMALIA)
PRESIDENT RAYMOND MARCHAND IS HIMSELF IN MOGADISHU; NO
PRIOR PUBLICITY; SECURITY UPDATES PROVIDED BY CONOCO PRIOR
TO ARRIVAL.
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